Speaking Package

Who Are We?
Changing up the world one piece of garbage at a time
PickWaste picks up litter for one our once a week, but our efforts to change the world do not stop
there. In a nutshell, we have 3 main tasks: voluntary cleanups , presentations/speaking, and Corporate
Social Responsibility events. We educate, inspire and provide people with tangible actions that they
can implement in their personal lives to make a real, lasting change.

Click to watch

“To Protect and Conserve for present and future generations”

Impact
PickWaste has done and continues to do a lot for our community.
We began cleaning up on July 1st, 2017 and have met faithfully since then for
another 47 clean ups.
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About Us

Passion for sustainability

Passion for environment

Major in Finance & Accounting,
minor in Environmental Studies at
the University of Waterloo
Expected 2022

Founder of the Small Consistent
Actions podcast
Major in Environmental Studies at the
University of Toronto Expected 2022

Two of the Top 25 Environmentalists Under 25 in Canada

Content
Presentation

During their passionate presentation Sam and Dillon talk about:
· Their personal life stories of overcoming adversity and finding their
passion
· The connection between human health and the condition of the
environment
· The theory of small consistent actions, and how anyone can begin
changing the world
· Tangible actions that everyone can take to reduce their
environmental footprint
· Current issues that are facing our world today, and the enormous
potential of todays youth for solving these issues

Each presentation ranges from 30-60 minutes, however we are
flexible and can definitely adjust to meet your needs.

Pricing

For all speaking engagement we engage in, we charge a fee. The
money supports our three cleanup crews, and all the administrative
fees that we endure throughout the year. All money is placed back
into growing the initiative. Please contact us for pricing details that
fit your needs.

Feedback
“Sam and Dillon spoke with such passion at my annual gala! They shared the PickWaste story,
as well as broke down complex environmental issues into ways we could understand. They
gave such an authentic witness when they spoke in front of 100+ change makers! I received
incredible response from the attendees of my event! I would without a doubt invite them to
speak at any of my future events!”
- Sultan Akif Founder and CEO of Library in a week
“This�grassroots movement�continues to�grow�rapidly, gaining�momentum over the last year�
due to the significant outreach efforts of these young men, inspiring public and industry
support through its moral appeal�to protect�the environment. Thank you for your
commitment … I look forward to the continued growth and success of PickWaste.”
- Daniel Kostopolous City Manager of Vaughan
“PickWaste is motivating communities to make a conscious decision to take responsibility
for our environment through our daily actions. Their movement is connecting people and
inspiring change.”
- John Henry Mayor of Oshawa
“PickWaste is empowering youth to protect and conserve our community for present and
future generations. Their mission is truly inspiring, and together we are creating a stronger
community and more promising future.”
- Dave Ryan Mayor of Pickering

To spread awareness about the pollution
solution through education, and empowering
individuals by using the theory of committing to
small consistent actions.

